Dear MULTIPLEX fans,
The Modellbau Wels model fair is already over, and we’re now preparing for the
Intermodellbau / EXPERTEC event in Dortmund. Here you can read what else is
new from MULTIPLEX Modellsport.

Leap into Spring with MULTIPLEX
100% legible even in bright sunlight

A place in the sun - with your COCKPIT SX. The integral screen is always clearly
legible thanks to the automatic day / night switching. In fact, switching off the
backlighting in sunlight saves so much battery capacity that the transmitter is
capable of operating for up to 24 hours. This means that you can devote the
whole day to what you really want to do - i.e. fly your models - without
worrying, and, in particular, without the need for a battery charger.

COCKPIT SX 7 / 9 in team colours

Bright, fresh colours for Springtime! In addition to ‘action yellow’, a decal is now
available for the COCKPIT SX 7 / 9 in genuine MULTIPLEX orange. A must-have
for all true MULTIPLEX fans!
COCKPIT SX 7 / 9 decal sheet
# 72 4405
11.90 €*
Set contents: 1 x COCKPIT SX 7 decal, orange; 1 x COCKPIT SX 9 decal,
orange

COCKPIT SX 7 / 9 manual available in Spanish!

Check out this spanish manual made by Drone FPV Box:
http://dronefpvbox.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Multiplex-CockpitSX_ES.pdf

Rendezvous with MULTIPLEX / HiTEC
Intermodellbau & EXPERTEC Dortmund
By next week things will already be well under way at
Dortmund! From Friday to Sunday (22 - 24.4.16) we
will be in attendance at the EXPERTEC Fair with our
main stand. Our staff - including team pilots Bernd
Beschorner and Manfred Greve - will be on hand to
provide expert advice on the high-quality M-LINK
transmission system and radio control equipment. We
will also be displaying our ELAPOR models at the
Intermodellbau fair from Wednesday to Sunday (20 24.4.16). We look forward to meeting you!

Magazine reviews
COCKPIT SX 7 / 9
“NEW GENERATION - Multiplex has introduced the third generation of the
Cockpit family to the marketplace, and has already gained great attention with
the system’s integral full-colour touch-screen, elegant layout, standard speech
output and telemetry capability. There is much that’s new, but proven features
have been retained. What the Cockpit SX 7 / 9 can do, how easy it is to
program, and the target modeller for this mid-range radio control system that’s what we were keen to find out … Multiplex has garnered fulsome praise
for the transmitter’s full-colour touch-screen, integral telemetry function and
speech output. The Cockpit SX software boasts a wide range of functions which
really deserve a full explanation in a comprehensive manual. In everyday use
the outstanding features of this medium-priced radio control system are its
excellent functionality, very good ergonomics and visually impressive design.
When you hold the transmitter for the first time, you just don’t want to put it
down again - and that’s no problem either, since it can operate for almost 24
hours between charges."
RC-Drones 01/2016

COCKPIT SX 7 / 9
“The exceptional features of the COCKPIT SX are its elevated quality and
functionality: it can do anything anyone could wish for - even if you fly quite
demanding models. The external design of the system is great, and can even be
fine-tuned with the optional coloured decals to suit individual wishes. The
system is impressively easy to operate, and “touch and fly” is not just a motto
here: it really works! Adjusting the settings is an intuitive matter, and the
superb touch-screen is fantastic in terms of contrast and responsiveness. All in
all the new COCKPIT SX earns an unqualified recommendation from us, and the
icing on the cake is that it is 100 percent “Made in Germany”!”
FlugModell 5/2016

COCKPIT SX 7 / 9

“I would recommend these radio control systems to anyone - whether beginner
or advanced pilot, power flyer or aerobatic fan, glider or multi-copter pilot. For
its price the COCKPIT SX 7 / 9 is a great deal.”
RC Revue 4/2016

FUNCUB XL
“A super fun-model which caters for an endless range of possible applications. It
is produced to a level of quality which is superior by any standards.”
Aerotec 4/2016

ROCKSTAR
“The Rockstar is a true star, without any affectations. MULTIPLEX has managed
a faultless combination of components which ensure any amount of flying fun.
At least in my case, it’s the pilot that is the sole limiting factor. The model’s
appearance in the air is simply brilliant, as are its flying qualities. There is
always ample power on tap.”
Conrad Club Magazin actuell 01/2016

WINGSTABI 7 / 9
“I copied the scene in the promotional video - and it really does work!” “At the
end of our comprehensive test, one thing was clear: the pilot still has to be able
to fly, but the WINGSTABI is a tremendous help. And flying with the WINGSTABI
is simply more fun than without. For years now the gyro has been an integral
part of the model helicopter scene, so why not also in our fixed-wing models?
You can set up the unit to provide as much or as little support as you wish when
flying, and in this way gradually improve your own piloting skills. Think of the
WINGSTABI as your little background helper. Whether you use a SMART SX or a
PROFI TX, the range of applications is almost limitless, and the system even
works without problem with different makes of radio. Our assessment:
recommended, with a great fun factor!”
FlugModell 5/2016

HiTEC X2 700
“With the MULTIcharger X2 700 HiTEC has introduced a genuine all-rounder,
and at an absolutely affordable price, too.” “The HiTEC MULTIcharger X2 700
gives you the same feeling of quality as a Porsche, and constitutes an extremely
high-performance battery charger which is successful in every regard. Even the
more sophisticated modeller will rarely, if ever, find the charger’s limits, as there
is always plenty of power available. Of course, there is no question that you
have to know what you’re doing when there’s so much power under the bonnet,
but the charger is great fun to use, and that’s what we modellers really want.”
Modellwerft 05/2016

Best wishes
Your MULTIPLEX team
* Recommended Retail Price in € incl. VAT
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